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Osler parking structure

For the design of Osler's parking structure, UC San Diego was looking for a design that went well beyond the number of seats, structural efficiency and gross square footage associated with a parking structure to enrich the campus experience. To achieve this vision, the Swinerton/Watry Design/Gensler Design Build team proposed a
design that also featured a reinvented Visitor Center to create a new gateway to the campus. Pedestrian paths improve connectivity to the surrounding campus. The design not only improves the route to medical school, but also provides a platform to improve connectivity with the surrounding community, buildings and campus. A new
pedestrian square offers a cozy porch, while the reinvented visitor center offers an all-inclusive transport hub and an information center. When visitors leave their cars, they find the main pedestrian exit located on the fourth level, where a bridge guides users from the structure to Library Walk - a main pedestrian street leading to the rest of
the campus. An additional pedestrian bridge connects the parking structure to the visitor's center. In addition to connectivity, architectural design enhances the visitor experience. The western and southern facades dissolve most of the building in the eucalyptus grove along Gilman Drive by using a multilayer facade system that captures
and transforms the shadows of adjacent trees into a mass of modulated, curved concrete. The north and east faces of the building have a refined and more formal character to respond to the discrete characteristics of the Faculty of Medicine. Light wells provide natural light and ventilation at the lowest levels of the structure. Since the
structure is in a deep, natural hollow, the design team did their best to provide natural light and ventilation even at the lowest levels. A retaining wall was pushed back to allow as much light in the structure as possible. Using the moment frame construction instead of the shear walls as the seismic resistance system created an open and
ventilated building. Light wells widen in the direction pedestrians need to flow, allowing access to daylight deep in the structure. The location of the site allowed the design team to do more than increase aesthetic appeal. The inclined degree allows vehicle inputs in the second and third levels, which helps break congestion and improve
circulation. A parking guide system counts individual stalls and provides real-time availability to dynamic signaling and a mobile app. Committed to sustainability, UC San Diego pursued Parksmart Silver's equivalence for the project. Sustainable elements include photovoltaic panels, bike parking, water-efficient landscaping and high-quality
LED lighting design with motion sensors and energy-saving photocells. Owner: UCSD Osler Osler Structure &amp; Design Architect Visitor Center: Gensler Contractor: Swinerton Project Status: Completed 2018 Stalls Parking: 1,305 Levels: 6 Total Sq Ft: 418,725 Sq Ft per Stall: 321 Total Project Cost: $3,35,009,769 For Stagnation Cost:
$26,029 Design Build Education PGS&amp; PARCS Green Parking Lightwells Public Spaces UCSD CAMPUS PARKING INFORMATIONAll vehicles parked on the UCSD campus must show a valid permit or choose daily or visitor parking. The nearest parking structure near the conference location, Tata Hall, is the Osler Parking
Structure.If you choose to drive to the UCSD campus, keep in mind that parking is limited and available parking spaces are hard to find during rush hour (8am-4pm). All conference participants are encouraged to take alternative transportation (i.e. Lyft, Uber, bus, etc.) For participants who will drive/park on campus, parking information can
be found through the following resources:1) Driving directions to UCSD Campus UCSD Campus Visitor Parking Information Interactive map from/from Osler Parking Structure and Tata Hall The University of California, San Diego partnered with Swinerton to design a 6-level post-stressed parking structure with 1,350 parking spaces. The
structure, located off Gilman Drive in the Medical School neighborhood, replaces two parking lots that used to primarily serve the Health Science community. This parking structure was built to enhance the visitor experience and provide connectivity to the surrounding campus. With this in mind, the exterior consists of a multilayer facade
system on the western and southern sides bordering the coveted ARBoleda UC San Diego Eucalyptus and a more traditional parking facade on the north and east sides that border the existing structures of the campus. In addition, a retaining wall was pushed back to provide natural light and ventilation throughout the structure. In addition,
using the moment frame construction instead of a shear wall design such as the seismic system created an open and ventilated building that allows the introduction of light wells that direct the pedestrian flow. This also allowed access to daylight deep within the structure. A pedestrian bridge leading to the Visitor Center and another bridge
heading to campus were built Cor-ten steel bridges with prefabricated lattice structure flown in place. Access to the vehicle takes advantage of the drastic sloping site and occurs on two separate levels that allow flexibility and ease of traffic throughout the structure even during high traffic times. Committed to sustainability, UC San Diego
achieved Parksmart Silver Silver for the project. Sustainable elements include photovoltaic panels, bicycle parking, water-efficient landscaping and high-quality LED lighting design with motion sensors and photocells for energy conservation. Other Parking Structure Projects Other San Diego Projects Project Location La Jolla, Ca Owner of
the University of California, Architect of San Diego Watry Design Gensler Market Parking Structures General Contract Services, Southern California Swinerton Office Swinerton Office Location San Diego, California DbIA Western Pacific Region Keywords Award 2020 Design-Construction Merit Keyword Award, 6 levels of post-stressed
parking structure, 1,303 stalls, self-propelled concrete, new entrance and service roads, pedestrian bridge and visitor center, CalGreen ParkSmart Silver sustainability certification, active university campus © 2007-2020 Swinerton Incorporated. All rights reserved. Visitors who need hourly or daily parking can purchase hourly parking at
paid parking stations or on their mobile device. Rates Monday through Friday Before 5 p.m. – $3/hour After 5 p.m. – $1.50/hour $30 daily maximum weekends Free first hour through the app or payment station $1.50/hour $6 daily maximum In response to COVID-19, we are providing reduced rates for visitor parking on the main campus.
For more information, visit our Return to Campus page. Payment stations pay stations sell visitor permits (V). Payment stations do not dispense change. Pay with any combination of the following: Visa, MasterCard or American Express Pay by App — Pay and expand parking sessions A duly dated V payment station permit provides visitor
parking in these spaces: V: 24 hours a day D: 24 hours a day S: 4 p.m. – 7:40 a.m. every day B: 4 p.m. – 7:40 a.m. daily A: 4 p.m. – 7:40 a.m. daily (not valid when publishing A permit required 24 hours a day, 7 days a week) Note: You need approved access for batches P001–P017 (SIO), P385 (Sanford Consortium) and P706 (Preus
School). See batches that require access permissions. By visiting our site, you agree to our privacy policy regarding cookies, tracking statistics, etc. Read more You're driving to campus. As you get closer, you start wondering if you'll find parking. Now, there's an app for that: the official UC San Diego mobile app. UC San Diego IT Services
recently partnered with management student developers Resource Planning (RMP) and UC San Diego to create a Parking Guidance/Availability feature in the existing UC San Diego mobile app. The app shows users how many open spaces are available in the selected campus parking lots. The technology, which breaks down the
percentages of places S, B and A available, is currently active in Osler Parking Structure and Lot P406, alongside Sixth College. RMP is working to extend functionality across campus. Real-time parking availability information reduces congestion, gas consumption and time josh Kavanagh, director of Transportation Services, said. By
allowing UC San Diego drivers to locate vacant parking spaces on their Android or iPhone devices, this app works hand in hand with other operational measures we're taking to improve campus parking supply and predictability. With campus transportation information also available in real time, the UC San Diego mobile app is fast
becoming an all-in-one mobility tool for travelers and campus residents alike. IT Services had student developers to help with the project, which uses integrated artificial intelligence (AI) cameras to determine which parking spaces are available. Students, primarily from the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, were able to
help design and develop the new feature of the application as they gained real-world experience in a project that benefits the entire campus community. Antonio Martorana is a third year of mathematics and major double computing that worked on the project. I loved every second, from conception to employment, Martorana said. It was a
great learning of new technologies and being exposed to a real project that impacts and benefits students, teachers and staff every day. According to Alex Wu, the IT Services mobile team, collaboration with UC San Diego students is mutually rewarding and beneficial. Students can apply their academic learning to real-world problems and
gain industry experience, Wu said. We benefit from the enthusiasm, energy and perspectives our students bring to work. They also help us stay more in tune with the needs of the student population and provide us with an effective channel to reach their peers. Beyond the parking functionality, IT Services' vision for the UC San Diego
mobile app is to provide a personalized experience for all students, teachers, staff and alumni. While other campuses have mobile apps, many contract with technology vendors to support their mobile platforms, blocking them to a specific set of capabilities, or they can have multiple applications supported by multiple vendors. UC San
Diego leveraged multi-platform data sources and integrated them into a single mobile app specifically tailored to the UC San Diego campus. The technology is open source, so a student or staff developer can also contribute to the code. Brett Pollak, Director of Workplace Technology Services, notes that this strategy enables IT Services to
application to meet the specific needs of the UC San Diego community. Photo by Erik Jepsen/UC San Diego Publications For example, IT Services recently partnered with Basic Needs and UC San Diego Catering to send notifications through the app to alert them when food from campus events is left over. Students who may be unsafe in
food may choose to receive alerts and collect free food that might otherwise have been wasted. We to make the app a one-stop shop, so it has everything campus community members need, based on their login as a student, teacher, staff or student, Pollak said. We have made a lot of progress in the last year in the app. But there's so
much more to come, with some exciting improvements we'll be integrating to further support our students academically. The UC San Diego mobile app is compatible with Android and iOS and can be downloaded for free from your phone's app store or by visiting mobile.ucsd.edu for more information. For ongoing information about the
parking and transportation changes you use most, campus community members can sign up for First to Know email notifications. Notifications.
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